Ranger Academy Uniform Requirements

The Law Enforcement Ranger uniform is a traditional symbol of law enforcement organizations throughout the nation and is symbolic of the dignity and authority of the law enforcement profession. The green and gray ranger uniform has therefore been adopted as a means by which the ranger recruits of Santa Rosa Junior College may be readily recognized by the general public.

Rangers are required, at all times, to conduct themselves with the dignity and decorum which the public expects of those who serve and protect. When the uniform is worn, care must be taken that it fits properly, is neat, properly pressed, and clean. All articles of the uniform worn by SRJC ranger recruits must conform to regulations and in accordance with instructions.

*Your complete uniform is required for the first day of class*

**Ranger Recruit Uniform Specifications**

**Trousers, Dress**
- Brand: Flying Cross by Flechheimer
- Style #32225 (Men) #35225 (Women)
- Color: Forest Green

**Trousers, Utility**
- Brand: 5.11 Stryke Pant – Lightweight Cargo Pants
- Style #74369-192 (Men) #64386-192 (Women)
- Color: Tundra

**Shirt, Dress**
- Long sleeve with PSTC patch and green/black name tape
- Brand: Tact Squad
- Style #8003GY
- Color: Gray

**Tie**
- Brand: Samuel Broome Co.
- Style #900-289
- Color: Forest Green

**Tie Bar**
- Plain, brass colored
Jacket
- Fleece with PSTC patch sewn onto left shoulder
- Color: Green

Shoes
- Style: uniform shoes or boots that can be polished
- Color: Black

T-shirt, Physical Training
- Brand: Paragon Style #200 or Sport Tek ST 340 Racer Mesh
- Color: Navy Blue
- PSTC logo on left chest and last name stenciled in 2” white letters on front and back

Gym Shorts
- Sport Tek ST355 Competitor Short or equivalent
- Compression or biker style under-shorts
- Color: Navy

Sweat Pants
- Fabric: Cotton
- Color: Ash Gray heavy weight

Shoes, Physical Training
- Tennis shoes suitable for running

Socks
- Black pairs and White pairs

Belt
- Sturdy belt 1¼” to 1½” wide
- Color: Black

Hat
- Baseball cap with PSTC logo, provided on day one

In addition to the above uniform requirements, Ranger recruits will be issued law enforcement safety equipment on the first day of class. This equipment will always be worn during attendance, except when directed by staff.

The Ranger recruit will be required to provide the following equipment:
1. Black colored rain gear as necessary
2. Flashlight – bright light with momentary switch
3. Gun cleaning kit for a 9mm pistol
4. Shoe shine kit
5. Laptop computers or tablets encouraged
6. Civilian clothes for off-duty, plus bedding and personal items as needed

Hair must be maintained over the ears and off of the collar. No facial hair is allowed beyond a well-groomed mustache.
Your appearance (uniform, grooming, demeanor) is the most important attribute you possess in helping you succeed in your job and achieving career goals. Please give careful thought to the way you present yourself in the Academy. It is a prelude to how you will be perceived on the job.

Place your order with the uniform company as soon as you have successfully registered for the Ranger Academy, to be sure they can supply your items in time for the first day of class.

Emergency Equipment Management, Inc.
830 Petaluma Blvd
Petaluma, CA
800-474-9851
707-780-1570
www.emergencyeq.com

Good To Go Military Surplus
7950 Redwood Dr.
Cotati, CA 94931
707-794-9811
www.goodtogomil@aol.com

Santa Rosa Uniform
1005 West College Ave
Santa Rosa, CA 95401
707.545.3766 or 800.223.8550
sruniform@sbcglobal.net
www.sruniform.com